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chnology has broken down traditional
undaries of the office, and with that the
lineation of work, rest and play. What
ve been the greatest gains you have seen
m this change?
e ability for people to have greater
ɔWGPEGQPJQYVJG[QRGTCVGVJGKT
es. It removes the restriction of
ɑPGFVKOGHQTURGEKɑECEVKXKVKGU

d what have been the greatest losses?
parating clients’ expectations of workated time and personal time.

you think the blurring of lines between
rk, rest and play leads to working
arter or working harder (or more)?
is depends on the character of the
dividual. You need have discipline
herwise you will easily, and very
ickly, no longer be focused on any
GCURGEVCPFɑPFVJCV[QWCTGRWVVKPI

WORK
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OWEJOQTGGɈQTVKPHQTGSWCNQTNGUUGT
results.
In what ways, if any, do rest and play affect
your work?
Rest and play allow my mind to loosen
up and be relieved of the pressure of
creating results on demand. Allowing
HQTɔGZKDKNKV[CNNQYUOGVQCUUGUU
the task and prepare a much more
appropriate response.
Does your work affect your rest and play?
If so, in what way?
Absolutely. Architecture is all around
us and it continuously evokes emotions
in us.
Some projects by their nature invite a level
of playfulness. Do you bring play (or rest)
into other more sober projects? If so, how?
'CEJRTQLGEVUVCTVUYKVJCUGPUGQH
playfulness or creative freedom. Not
every brief might allow for this but it is
a starting point to assess how I would
RGTUQPCNN[CRRTQCEJVJGRTQLGEV
When you're not working, how do you rest
or play?
To completely rest, I need to remove
myself from the environment and shut
QɈD[GPICIKPIKPNKVGTCVWTGQTɑNO
2NC[KUGCU[CU+LWUVNQQMVQO[UQPUCPF
they take me away to their imaginative
worlds.
If you weren't working in your current
profession, on what, how or where else
would you like to work?
Travel photography. Exploring places
and capturing moments in time.
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The intermingling of work, rest and play your greatest outrage?
An addiction to checking my i-device
for personal purposes then without fail
being distracted from my rest and play
D[YQTMPQVKɑECVKQPU
The intermingling of work, rest and play your greatest delight?
Having the ability to be present with my
family at their most important stages
in life.
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QPGCURGEVCPFɑPFVJCV[QWCTGRWVVKPI
working harder when you need to and
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to set clear boundaries and manage
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things in perspective.
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rest
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other more sober projects? If so, how?
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RGTUQPCNN[CRRTQCEJVJGRTQLGEV
I try to, through the use of colour, form,
texture, light, and/or pattern.
When you're not working, how do you rest
or play?
When you're not working, how do you rest
To or
completely
rest, I need to remove
play?
myself
from
the of
environment
and
shut
I spend
most
my time with
my
two
QɈD[GPICIKPIKPNKVGTCVWTGQTɑNO
young daughters, and with family and
2NC[KUGCU[CU+LWUVNQQMVQO[UQPUCPF
friends. We are quite often at the beach
they
me away
to their
imaginative
ortake
the park
and we
are serial
birthday
worlds.
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ɑVQWVUPGYDWKNFKPIUCPFWTDCPFGUKIP
Travel
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and capturing moments in time.
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+VECPDGFKɋEWNVVQUYKVEJQɈCPFDG
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present.

...

The intermingling of work, rest and play your greatest delight?
Meaningful work is intrinsic to the
fabric of my life. It gives me a sense of
RWTRQUGCPFEQPɑFGPEGYJKEJECTTKGU
through to my private life.

...
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